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1.  The Present1.  The Present

IntroductionIntroduction

1)  Psychological Impact of Money1)  Psychological Impact of Money

2)  Economic Efficiency2)  Economic Efficiency

3)  “Hollowing Out” of Society3)  “Hollowing Out” of Society

4)  Money Psychosis4)  Money Psychosis



I love what I do, most of the time,I love what I do, most of the time,

  and I hope you do too...and I hope you do too...



But there many who don't.

“Living in slavery is better than the alternative - starving to death.”



Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968)
Civil Rights Leader

““True compassion is more than flinging a coin to a beggar. True compassion is more than flinging a coin to a beggar. 

It comes to see that an edifice which produces beggars It comes to see that an edifice which produces beggars 

needs restructuring."needs restructuring."



Capitalism has been much criticised of late.

Some have even claimed it's unfair on 99% of us.



But if that were true, we wouldn't put up with it.

“Trying to get rid of slavery is foolishly idealistic and Utopian”

http://anti-capitalism.org/anti-capitalism/

Would we...?

http://anti-capitalism.org/anti-capitalism/


Imperfect or not, money feeds us, doesn't it?

“It's natural that some people are slaves, every country has them.”



Or do we, collectively, feed one another?

Isn't money just a measuring system?



1. Psychological Impact of Money

http://www.altruists.org/ae605

http://www.altruists.org/ae605


Money works by limiting our attention

  CalculatingCalculating  notnot Feeling Feeling
                      PartsParts  notnot Wholes Wholes
  AbstractionAbstraction  notnot Context Context



Money Simplifies Complex Choices

http://www.altuists.org/ae604

$1     $10   $100  $1000  $10K $100K...

      Georg Simmel (1858-1918)
       Sociologist, Philosopher

“[The] money economy has filled the days of so many people

with weighing, calculating, with numerical determinations, 

with a reduction of qualitative values to quantitative ones.”
The Metropolis and Mental Life (1903)

$7 $20,000$125 $500,000



“Homo economicus”
A disturbing self-image!

Perfectly Informed?Perfectly Informed?

Selfmaximising?Selfmaximising?

Selfinterested?Selfinterested?

Rational?Rational?

Amoral?Amoral?

Edgar Fiedler (1929-2003)
Economist

“To economists, the real world 

is often a special case.”

http://www.eurotrib.com/story/2007/7/23/92948/6331

http://www.eurotrib.com/story/2007/7/23/92948/6331


Is this how you make decisions?

Cost benefit analysis

Paid enough, Homo economicus is willing to do anything!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost-benefit_analysis

ProfitProfit LossLoss



1973 US Blood Bank Study

Former donors were asked either:

A) “Would you like to donate blood again?” 

B) “Would you like to donate blood again,

        if we give you a $10 reward?”

93%

65%

http://www.altruists.o
rg/d998

Or:

http://www.altruists.org/d998
http://www.altruists.org/d998


“Pull up a chair...”

2008 Study on Subliminal Effects of Money

Subjects pull up a chair... and the distance is measured.

http://www.altruists.o
rg/f1000

One of 3 different screensavers was visible in the background.

http://www.altruists.org/f1000
http://www.altruists.org/f1000


Money & Distancehttp://www.altruists.o
rg/f1000

How did the screensaver affect people's seating distance?

http://www.altruists.org/f1000
http://www.altruists.org/f1000


Subjects were invited to work either alone or with a partner.

http://www.altruists.o
rg/f1000

Money & Collaboration

http://www.altruists.org/f1000
http://www.altruists.org/f1000


       Money cues Feelings of        
Strength, Competition, Independence

http://www.altruists.o
rg/f1000

Kathleen D. Vohs, Nicole L. Mead & Miranda R. Goode,
Merely Activating the Concept of Money Changes Personal & Interpersonal Behavior (2008)

“In summary, we found that small reminders 

of money produced large changes in behavior.”

http://www.altruists.org/f1000
http://www.altruists.org/f1000


1998 - “A Fine Is A Price” Experiment

6/10 Israeli kindergartens tried fining parents 
who were late to pick up their kids.

http://rady.ucsd.edu/faculty/directory/gneezy/pub/docs/fine.pdf



Average # Late Parents per week

Monetization can change attitudes.

Fine for late pickup

http://rady.ucsd.edu/faculty/directory/gneezy/pub/docs/fine.pdf

How did the fine affect the # late arrivals?

  



2. Economic Efficiency

“Slaves are essential to certain industries.”

Activity is organised for economic efficiency.



Economic Efficiency Does Not Relate To
Intrinsic Value - It Does Not Value Love

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)
Philosopher

“Act in such a way that you treat humanity, whether 

in your own person or in the person of any other, 

never merely as a means to an end, 

but always at the same time as an end.”
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals (1785)



Money Measures Extrinsic (Use) Value

People & companies treat one another like money-making machines.



Government/Private  Distinctions Fade

Regulatory capture has become endemic.

“Slavery would be too difficult to abolish.”



Lives of Unparalleled Material Luxury

Economic Efficiency ≠ Human Welfare

http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/legacy/thereporters/markeaston/2011/02/happiness_work_sleep_and_bicyc.html



Wages Reduce Internal Motivation



““Human Resources”                 Human Resources”                 

Jeremy Rifkin (1945- )
Economic & Social Theorist

“Generations of human beings 

were transformed into machines 

in the relentless pursuit 

of material wealth: 

We lived to work.”



Douglas Adams (1952-2001)
Writer

“Most of the people living on [Earth] were unhappy for pretty 

much of the time. Many solutions were suggested for this problem, 

but most of these were largely concerned with the movements 

of small green pieces of paper, which is odd because on the whole 

it wasn't the small green pieces of paper that were unhappy.”
The Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy  (1978)

>10 % of US Adults use Anti-depressants

http://www.altruists.org/ideas/psychology/depression/

http://www.altruists.org/ideas/psychology/depression/


Sick Society = Health Economy??

“Forget abolition. A better plan is to keep slaves sufficiently 
well fed, clothed, housed, entertained & medicated.”

>20% of US Adults have “mental health problems.”

http://www.altruists.org/ideas/psychology/depression/

http://www.altruists.org/ideas/psychology/depression/


Who said selfish maximisation is “rational”?

    Lawyers are still debating whether this is a     
legally enforceable duty of company directors.



The Adam Smith you didn't hear about

Adam Smith (1723-1790) 
“Father of modern economics”

“How selfish soever man may be supposed,

there are evidently some principles in his nature,

which interest him in the fortune of others 

and render their happiness necessary to him,

though he derives nothing from it except 

the pleasure of seeing it.”
The Theory of Moral Sentiments, (1759)



3. “Hollowing Out” of Society

Margaret Thatcher (1925-2013)
UK Prime Minister 1979-1990 

“...there is no such thing as society. 

There are individual men and women, 

and there are families.”



Democracy in the US was never 
quite what it appeared to be... 

Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882-1945)
US President 1933-1945

“The real truth of the matter is, 
as you and I know, that 

a financial element in the larger centers 
has owned the Government 

ever since the days of Andrew Jackson.”
writing to Colonel House 1933-10-21

http://www.altruists.org/ae
901

http://www.altruists.org/ae901
http://www.altruists.org/ae901


But US Plutocracy has 
never been so unashamed.

Despair about the influence of money in politics



Political  Disengagement



““War on Terror”War on Terror”

2010: Juryless trials

2014 October (Scheduled): Secret trials

2010: Assassination without trial

2012: Indefinite detention without trial

2014: “We tortured some folks...”

UK:UK:

USA:

(“The tools for dismantling civil society.”)

2004: Civil Contingencies Act

What could necessitate such draconian measures?What could necessitate such draconian measures?

https://wikispooks.com/wiki/War_on_Terror

https://wikispooks.com/wiki/War_on_Terror


Earth's 6Earth's 6thth mass extinction mass extinction

Sea LevelSea Level,  ,  TemperatureTemperature,  ,  
PollutionPollution,,    SuperbugsSuperbugs,,  CO  CO

22
  ...   ... 

IncreasingIncreasing::

DecliningDeclining:: Fossil FuelsFossil Fuels,  ,  Fresh WaterFresh Water,  ,  
BiodiversityBiodiversity,  ,  SoilSoil,  ,  MetalsMetals ...  ... 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holocene_ext
inction

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holocene_extinction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holocene_extinction


4. “Money Psychosis”

“Having no true business, 

we pour our whole masculine energy 

into the false business of money-making.”
Sesame and Lilies, 1865

John Ruskin (1819-1900)
Social Critic, Artist



Money has relative, not absolute value
http://www.altruists.org/ideas/economics
/problems/the_money_system/zero-sum/

“Men nearly always speak and write as if

 riches were absolute, and it were possible,

by following certain scientific precepts, 

for everybody to be rich. Whereas...  

The force of the guinea you have in your pocket 

depends wholly on the default of a guinea 

in your neighbour’s pocket. If he did not want it, 

it would be of no use to you.”
The Veins of Wealth, 1860

John Ruskin
Social Critic, Artist

http://www.altruists.org/ideas/economics/problems/the_money_system/zero-sum/
http://www.altruists.org/ideas/economics/problems/the_money_system/zero-sum/


Psychosis = A Loss of Contact with Reality
http://www.altruists.org/ideas/economics
/problems/the_money_system/zero-sum/

“May be accompanied by unusual or bizarre behaviour.”

http://www.altruists.org/ideas/economics/problems/the_money_system/zero-sum/
http://www.altruists.org/ideas/economics/problems/the_money_system/zero-sum/


The Malaysian Forestry Minister observed that The Malaysian Forestry Minister observed that 
(since money grows faster than trees) ...(since money grows faster than trees) ...

http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/money-print-your-own/money-versus-wealth

“the country would be 
better off once its forests 

were cleared away and the 
money from the sale was 
stashed in banks earning 

interest.”

David Korten (b. 1937) David Korten (b. 1937) 
Degrowth Activist, Author Degrowth Activist, Author 

http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/money-print-your-own/money-versus-wealth


The Moai of Dubai

Dubai is planning the world's largest shopping mall.



2.  The Future2.  The Future
Plan A:   Plan A:   BuBu$$iness  Ainess  A$$  U  U$$ualual

Plan B:   Plan B:   A  Change  Of  HeartA  Change  Of  Heart

                                1)  Personal  Transition1)  Personal  Transition

                                2)  Social   Transition2)  Social   Transition

                                3)  Global   Transition3)  Global   Transition



Plan A:        Bu$iness  A$  U$ual



Expanding Food/Energy Crises

More despair & militarizationMore despair & militarization



Global Resource Wars

Ever more lawless international conflicts.Ever more lawless international conflicts.



Ugly “War On Terror” Endgame

Globalized, Technocratic, Amoral Panopticon

Selfmaximising?Selfmaximising?

Selfinterested?Selfinterested?

Rational?Rational?

Perfectly Informed?Perfectly Informed?

Amoral?Amoral?



Plan B:     A Change Of Heart



Switzerland To Vote on A Basic Income (2015?)

Henry George (1839-1897)
Land Reformer

 “Work which improves the condition  

of mankind... is not done to secure a living. 

It is not the work of slaves... It is the work 

of men who perform it for their own sake...

In a state of society where want is abolished, 

work of this sort could be enormously increased.”



1.  Personal Transition

Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983)
Visionary, Inventor, Architect

 “I'm not trying to counsel any of you to do 

anything really special except dare to think. 

And to dare to go with the truth. 

And to dare to really love completely.”



Money helped  end feudalism because
 it increased individual freedom...

“Abandoning the feudal system would threaten the stability & structure of society...”

Does capitalism have that effect on your life? 



Has capitalism become antagonistic to health?

“Abandoning money would threaten the stability & structure of society...”

Is “financial independence” an oxymoron?



  

http://www.altruists.org/287

Which approach serves human kind better?

““Do not store up for     Do not store up for     
   yourselves treasures     yourselves treasures  
                        on earth                        on earth but store up for           but store up for           

  yourselves treasures   yourselves treasures 
in heaven.”in heaven.”

Selfishness 
Competition

Altruism 
Cooperation

Independence                   Interdependence 

http://www.altruists.org/287


Where is Real Security, Real Power?

Mahatma Gandhi (1868-1948)
Indian Independence Leader

““Power resides in the people, Power resides in the people, 

they can use it at any time.”they can use it at any time.”



Buckminster Fuller
Inventor of The Geodesic Dome

2.  Social  Transition

““We are at the point where We are at the point where 

the integrity of the individual counts & the integrity of the individual counts & 

not what the political leadership or the not what the political leadership or the 

religious leadership says to do.”religious leadership says to do.”



Meeting likeminded locals (i.e. loving our neighours)

 - Hardly an original idea!

Regrowth of Community



but money ideology hinders our giving and receiving.

We all have gifts to share with one another...
http://wiki.gifteconomy.org/
Starting_a_Gift_Economy

http://wiki.gifteconomy.org/Starting_a_Gift_Economy
http://wiki.gifteconomy.org/Starting_a_Gift_Economy


   Those without abundant local provision of food & water    
will probably take steps to address this.

Local = Eco-friendly = Flexible = Resilient
https://www.transitionnetwork
.org/

https://www.transitionnetwork.org/
https://www.transitionnetwork.org/


Solar Electricity Prices

Information / Telecommunications are cheaper still.

1977: 
$77/Watt

2014: 
<¢77/Watt



Burgeoning Collaborative Commons

Less owning, more sharing. 
Unprecedented global collaboration.



Energy + Information + Materials = Goods

“Humanity is acquiring 

all the right technology 

for all the wrong reasons.”

A decentralised, abundant, automated  
new world may be coming together... Buckminster Buckminster 

FullerFuller



3. Global Enlightenment

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955)
Mystic, Evolutionary Theorist

 “There is almost a sensual longing for 

communion with others who have a large vision. 

The immense fulfillment of the friendship 

between those engaged in furthering the 

evolution of consciousness has 

a quality impossible to describe.”



Gaian
Collaboration

Darwinian
Competition

  Independence              Interdependence 



Fewer, Larger Groups of Identification

Tribes

Nation
States

Will Expanding Consciousness end “Us v. Them” Mentality?

Families
<150 

Global Village
~1010

Ω



Peter Russell (1946- ) 
Visionary Author

Planetary   Consciousness?Planetary   Consciousness?

“No longer will we perceive ourselves as 
isolated individuals; we will know ourselves 
to be a part of a rapidly integrating global 
network, the nerve cells of an awakening 

global brain.”
The Global Brain, 3rd Edition, (2007)



Abraham Maslow (1908-1970) 
Psychologist

Altruistic Economics

“Classic economic theory, based as it is

on an inadequate theory of human motivation, 

could be revolutionized by accepting the reality 

of higher human needs, including the impulse to 

self actualization and the love for the highest values.”



Selfmaximising?Selfmaximising?

Amoral?Amoral?

Perfectly Informed?Perfectly Informed?

Selfinterested?Selfinterested?

“Homo altruisticus” :-
A more auspicious self-image?

Rational?Rational?

Self & otherSelf & otherinterested?interested?

PartialPartially  Informed?ly  Informed?

Seeking Seeking “fairness”“fairness”??

SelfSelfsatisficing?satisficing?

A moneyless, decentralised accounting system,
designed for a global gift economy.



“Self & other-interested”

    Would you call back...?

  Mobile  ⇒  Landline =  €0.03/minute    (Your money)

      Landline    ⇒  Mobile    =  €0.20/minute   (Their money)

Someone rings your mobile, 
& requests you call back to save them money.

If it was your boss?...  Your employee?... Your wife?



Sympathy

                 You would give up your own profit        
               to prevent their loss.

www.altruists.org/355

FriendYou sympathy

You have sympathy for someone if (and only if)…

http://www.altruists.org/355


     Call   

   Back

     Don’t   

  Call

Quantifying  Sympathy

0 13/20
Sympathy:

Indifference value of S =   €0.03 / €0.20 = 0.15           

The more you would give up, the greater the sympathy.



Friend of a Friend

FriendYou sympathy 
Friendsympathy

By the earlier definition,                  
the sympathy across both links:   S

12
 = S

1
S

2

A stranger asks you to call back, claiming to be 
a “good friend” of your friend. Would you?

1 2



  

Network of Care
www.altruists.org/356

Sympathy could assist software in making some of these 
decisions for you... And not only about phonecalls.



  

The Interrelated Structure of Reality

Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968)
Civil Rights Leader

““All mankind is tied together; all life is interrelated, All mankind is tied together; all life is interrelated, 

and we are all caught in an inescapable network and we are all caught in an inescapable network 

of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. 

Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly.  Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly.  

For some strange reason I can never be what I For some strange reason I can never be what I 

ought to be until you are what you ought to be. ought to be until you are what you ought to be. 

  And you can never be what you ought to be And you can never be what you ought to be 

until I am what I ought to be - until I am what I ought to be - 

this is the interrelated structure of reality.”this is the interrelated structure of reality.”



Your “wealth” = Opinions expressed about you
www.altruists.org/ge

A kind of PageRank-style globalised reputation. 

You are as “rich” as others choose to make you.

http://www.altruists.org/ge


Imagine A Search Engine for Volunteers

 Category:

.

Amount:

Location:

DE          

ADVANCED 
OPTIONS:

Hamburg

Nord

Country:

City:

Region:

Number:

2kg .  

Weight:

Requests

Angela Robinson, +50h –15h,  Rate= 70h  I 
make a lot of fruit pies. Best quality cooking 

apples, please …

Md. Ali Khan, +120h –40h,  Rate= 10h

I will need about 15kg of apples for my 
brother’s wedding. He loves apples…

!!

Graham Upton, +3h –2h,  Rate= 20h

I just can’t get my Wireless LAN working 
properly. It keeps cutting out, just …

Offers

Robin Upton, +160h –45h,  Rate= -0.2

Apples, Gardening Advice,  Carpentry, Bengali 
Lessons, Computers…

Md. Anwar, +14h –3h,  Rate= -0.2

Motorbike repair, Shop Management, 
Psychology, Apples …

Jamil Aman, +60h –15h, Rate= -0.35

Computer programming, Apples, Fresh Olives, 
Internet Advice, Fertilizers …

Science/Agriculture/Horticulture/Fruits/Apples 

www.altruists.org/ge

Software could order the results to encourage reciprocity.
e.g. Promoting requests by whoever had just helped out you & yours.

http://www.altruists.org/ge


Publish Online Evaluations of Interactions

www.altruists.org/ae10

Publish

Online

Publish

Online

“I gave      10 apples 
and 2kg of sugar.”

“        gave me materials 
for 4½kg of jam.”

Your “score” is the record of your evaluations by others. 
People use whatever unit(s) of account they wish.

http://www.altruists.org/ae10


=

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Litre

0.5

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mate_drink

http://www.clubmate.de/ns/0.5l_bottle

A unit of account = A currency = URI

Integration with Semantic Web/Internet of Things?

www.altruists.org/ae7

http://www.altruists.org/ae7


Altruism is reciprocated within communities

Innumerable
separate gift 
economies...

...lack a common standard to 
express events & evaluations.

So money is used as a universal measure of goodwill.



Think “Kickstarter”, but without the money

i.e. Just request specific goods and services directly.

Buckminster Buckminster 
FullerFuller

"You never change things "You never change things 

by fighting the existing reality. by fighting the existing reality. 

To change something, build a new model To change something, build a new model 

that makes the existing model obsolete."that makes the existing model obsolete."



How would you behave if you knew the whole How would you behave if you knew the whole 
world world waswas watching?                            watching?                           



Gerrard Winstanley (1609-1676) Gerrard Winstanley (1609-1676) 
“Digger”, Land Reformer“Digger”, Land Reformer

Global  StewardshipGlobal  Stewardship

 “ “When this universal law of equity When this universal law of equity 

rises up in every man and woman, then rises up in every man and woman, then 

      none shall lay claim to any creature and say,    none shall lay claim to any creature and say,    

““This is mine, and that is yours”This is mine, and that is yours”......

There shall be no buying and selling, There shall be no buying and selling, 

no fairs or markets, but the whole earth shallno fairs or markets, but the whole earth shall

  be the common treasury for every manbe the common treasury for every man, , 

for the earth is the Lord's.”for the earth is the Lord's.”



  @ altruists.org

www.altruists.org/378

“I think the most important 

question facing humanity is, 

‘Is the universe a friendly place?’ 

This is the first and most basic question 

all people must answer for themselves.”

                            Download this:  www.altruists.org/ae711

        Altruistic Economic theory:  www.altruists.org/ae   

                                       Contact:  robin2015

Internet Gift Economy Discussion
<Date>,  <Location>,  <Time>

http://www.altruists.org/378
http://www.altruists.org/ae711
http://www.altruists.org/ae
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